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q Rockingham United Church is a non-for-profit group, run from a historic 
building bordering the Bedford Basin, at 12 Flamingo Drive. 

q The client is experiencing difficulties maintaining the building and 
premises, and they are lacking an overall maintenance plan and 
maintenance record keeping. 

q The current maintenance strategy is reactive, meaning maintenance tasks 
are performed when maintenance issues are discovered by the members. 

q The church community includes a group of volunteers, who are available 
to assist with maintenance tasks.

This Capstone Project will aim to 
shift the maintenance from reactive 
to preventive by:
A. Improving maintenance 

scheduling and record keeping.
B. Utilizing the church’s volunteer 

base. 
C. Detailing task instructions for 

maintenance. 

Process Flow: Current Reactive Maintenance

q Problem Definition: A preventive maintenance plan is required to improve 
the maintenance operations and documentation done by the client.

q Data Collection: Site visits were conducted to collect records of historic 
maintenance tasks, photos of maintenance tasks, and floor plans.

q Brainstorming, Evaluation, and Solution Choosing: Ideas for prototypes were 
generated and demonstrated to the client, including (A) Excel VBA Scheduling 
Tool, (B) Volunteer Sign-Up Sheet, and (C) Maintenance Instructions/Bill of 
Materials. An overall implementation strategy was developed. 

q Prototype Development: Prototypes for A,B and C were generated and 
frequently demonstrated to the client and academic advisor. Feedback for 
each prototype was implemented into subsequent versions. 

q Solution Testing:  Solutions were tested with peers and friends, before 
demonstrated to the client and administrator. 

q Solution Adjustments: Improvements to functionality and user interface 
were implemented continuously. 

TOOL A – Interactive Maintenance Scheduler

TOOL B – Volunteer Sign-Up Board TOOL C – Maintenance Task 
Instructions and Bill of Materials 

Summary of Tool A Features:
q Preventive maintenance schedule for one calendar 

year with 53 maintenance tasks (updateable).
q Secure administrator login. 
q User friendly graphical user interface and tool 

navigation.
q Updateability: addition of tasks and contractor 

contact information. 
q PDF Report monthly generation, automatically sent 

via outlook emails.
q Automated generation of maintenance records.
q Filtering and searching of records.
q Automated notifications of scheduled tasks.

Summary of Tool B Features:
q Dry erase sign up sheet, posted in lobby of 

Rockingham United Church.
q Updateable by administrator, based on schedule 

provided in Tool A.
q Corresponding maintenance task reference 

numbers to Tool A and C.

Summary of Tool C Features:
q Detailed instructions of each maintenance task.
q Bill of materials for each maintenance task with 

cost estimations. 
q Corresponding maintenance task reference 

numbers to Tool A and B.
q Booklet format, hanging up next to Tool B.

Process Flow: Implementation of Tools 

q The implementation strategy allows for the optimal use of each tool 
developed in the solution. 

q This process has been generated in collaboration with the client, 
allowing for seamless integration. 

q The process relies on the administrators understanding of the 
system, and the three tools. A reference guide of instructions for 
operating Tool A was reviewed and provided to the administrator. 

Process Flow: Expected Preventive Maintenance

Project Objective

Improved Documentation, Records and 
Communication

Reduction of Major Repairs and Maintenance Costs

Increase in Volunteer and Community Engagement
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